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A Capri Summer
A Musical Film of Young Love & Young Secrets
Romeo & Juliet meet A Star is Born…without the deaths.
Original Idea by MICHAEL SEDGE

Registered: WGAW
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Setting
A Capri Summer
Capri, the island of love,
located in Italy’s Bay of
Naples. Famed for its
rugged landscape, upscale
hotels and shopping, from
designer fashions to
limoncello and handmade
leather sandals, it is the
summer resort for the jet-set
of fashion and music. But it
is also the “escape” haven
for young, Neapolitan boys
looking for a good time.
One of its best-known
natural sites is the Blue
Grotto, a dark cavern where
the sea glows electric blue,
the result of sunlight passing
through an underwater cave.
In summer, Capri's dramatic,
cove-studded coastline
draws Mediterranean
yachts...and their rich
owners.
Its umbrella-filled beaches
and nightlife lure teens from
around the world…and
around the corner.
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Synopsis
A Capri Summer
A CAPRI SUMMER
YOUNG LOVE, YOUNG SECRETS
(Romeo & Juliet meet A Star is Born…without the deaths)

SONG 1) Music, beautiful, female voice heard singing
in the background.
FADE IN
EXT. GARDEN SETTING – EVENING (PRESENT)
Man puts a cup of espresso coffee on the desk, sits
facing a computer screen and writes.
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Synopsis
A Capri Summer
I DON’T PUT MUCH FAITH IN REACHING SOMEONE THROUGH
FACEBOOK, PARTICULARLY SOMEONE LIKE YOU. IN CASE YOU
DO GET THIS, JUST WANTED TO SAY I THINK ABOUT YOU
OFTEN – DOMENICO (MIMMO)
INT. KITCHEN - Sun comes through the window on a new
day.
Man clicks on his keyboard, illuminating a Facebook
page. There is a new message. He clicks to open it.

MY DEAREST MIMMO. HOW COULD I EVER FORGET YOU? I
THINK OF YOU OFTEN TOO. I WILL BE IN ROME NEXT
MONTH. PERHAPS WE COULD GET TOGETHER? DO YOU
REMEMBER WHERE WE FIRST MET?
TITLE CARD: AUGUST ON CAPRI
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Synopsis
A Capri Summer
EXT. ITALY, ISLAND OF CAPRI, SANDY BEACH WITH
UMBRELLAS, DAY

1978
Group of young women (17-19) sitting on beach towels.
Group of boys, similar age, walk out of the beachhouse and see the girls.
MIMMO, 19-year-old, Italian meets Lucy, 17-year-old
British girl on vacation with her mom and friend,
Anna, from Brighton.
Over the next 3 weeks Mimmo and Lucy spend time
together with their friends, and alone, on the beach,
walking through Capri’s narrow streets and walkways,
enjoying Italian food and gelato as well as the
summer nightlife. The two fall in love.
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Synopsis
A Capri Summer

During an evening bonfire on the beach, one of the
boys plays a guitar as the group sings traditional
Italian songs. As the boy begins playing another
tune, Lucy begins to sing (SONG 2).
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Synopsis
A Capri Summer
The group is thrilled with her voice and try to
convince her to enter the Capri Summer Talent
Competition.
She resists and quickly leaves with her girlfriend.
On the way home Lucy insists that Anne not say
anything about her past.
Over the next two days the group tries to convince
Lucy to participate in the Capri Talent Contest. She
continues to resist.
Finally, Mimmo convinces her.
The evening of the competition, Lucy is ready, with Mimmo at
her side. She goes on stage and begins to sing a beautiful
song, revealing her magnificent voice—to the amazement of
all.(SONG 3)
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Synopsis
A Capri Summer

The next day, the local newspaper has a picture of
Lucy on the front page as the winner of the talent
contest. Her mother, furious, confronts her pointing
out that this could kind of irresponsiblity could
ruin her life.
Lucy’s mother forbids her from leaving the apartment
until they depart Capri, in 3 days. Lucy is seen
crying in her bed.
Later that night Lucy sneaks out. Alone, she walks
along the beach, singing. (SONG 4: WHY CAN’T THIS BE
FOREVER.)
For two days Mimmo hears nothing from Lucy. He
finally gets word, from Anne, that they are leaving
the next day.
Anne convinces Lucy’s mother to let her go to the
end-of-August dance, because it is their last night
on Capri.
In a danceroom filled with young people and loud
music, Mimmo sees Lucy, they meet up, and try to talk
over the music.
Soon the music goes “soft” and they begin slowly
dancing. (SONG 5 – ONLY MUSIC, NO VOICE)
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Synopsis
A Capri Summer
“I’m sorry if I did something wrong,” says Mimmo.
“SHHH…You didn’t do anything. It’s me.”
“What do you mean?”
“Don’t talk. This is our song. Let’s just enjoy
tonight. Tomorrow I’ll be gone.” They dance, as the
music plays.

EXT. CASERTA, ITALY, DAY
Mimmo standing outside a coffee bar with friends.
boy comes up and shows them the newspaper.
“Look at this.

A

It’s Lucy.”

Under a photo of Lucy there is an article.

BOY V.O.
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Synopsis
A Capri Summer
“Young opera star to appear at San Carlo.”
“It says Lucy’s one of the most talented young opera
singers in Europe.”
EXT. SAN CARLO OPERA HOUSE, NIGHT
Mimmo and a friend pick up their tickets from the box
office and enter the elegant, historical opera house
and settle in.
At the prompt, the lights grow dim and LUCY appears
on stage, singing… (Phase through songs, to appear
the concert is moving on). The final song is more
from a musical than classical opera. (SONG 6)
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Synopsis
A Capri Summer

After the show, Mimmo tries to get to Lucy as she
goes into the dressing room. She sees him but is
whisked into the room as guards block Mimmo from
getting close.
EXT. OUTSIDE THE OPERA HOUSE, NIGHT
As Lucy exits the opera house to leave in a black
limo, Mimmo sees her but she does not see him. A man
approaches Mimmo and hands him an envelope “from the
signorina.”
He opens it and reads the hand-written letter.
V.O.)

Dear Mimmo,
I’m sorry I lied to you. I wanted to be normal, not
an opera prodige. I have been singing all my life,
but just for once I wanted to spend time with young
people and have fun. Then I met you. And I fell in
love. But I know now that we live in two different
worlds. Even though we can’t be together, I will love
you always.
Lucy
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Synopsis
A Capri Summer

EXT. CAPRI BEACH, SUNNY, NO UMBRELLAS OR PEOPLE (DAY)
2023
A 67-year-old man looks across the beach and sees a
woman standing at the shoreline, looking out to sea.
He approaches as she turns, revealing her beautiful
blue eyes. She smiles. He returns the smile and
extends both hands. She takes his hands in hers.
“May I have this dance?” He asks.

She moves closer and whispers, “They’re playing our
song.”
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Synopsis
A Capri Summer
As the
the 20
“their
music.

old couple dance, they are transformed into
and 19-year-old Mimmo and Lucy, the music of
song” is playing, but this time it is not just
Her voice is heard singing the words. (SONG 7)

1978

END
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Lead
Actor
Characters
A Capri
LatinaSummer
Palace

Lucy Thomas
Lucy

United Kingdom native Lucy Thomas, captivated audiences with her breathtaking voice ITV's 'The Voice Kids' 2018. After her appearance Lucy was
immediately offered a recording contract by Cavendish Records resulting in
her debut album Premiere, released in 2019. Since then, Lucy's worldwide
following has continued to grow, as has her career: Lucy’s Encore was
release in 2020 and in 2021 Dream emerged as her third album.
https://www.lucythomasmusic.com/
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Lead
Actor
Characters
A Capri
LatinaSummer
Palace

Luca Cerbone
Mimmo

Italian native actor Luca Cerbone moved to the United States in 2017 to expand
and enhance his career opportunities in New York’s fast-paced entertainment
industry. Focusing on film, television and theater, the ice-blue-eyed ItalianAmerican brings a fresh look to the scene, with an ability that spans the
innocence of youth to the streetwise bad boy. Luca has a passion for drama,
which was brought out in the short film It Is What It Is, for which he was awarded
the Best Young Actor recognition from the Los Angeles Independent Shorts
Awards, winner Best Acting Debut at the Acting Awards and a Semi-Final
ranking at the New York Cinematography Awards. He played the lead in the
drama film, The Caregiver, and has been cast for the new television series
Guardians of the Gods, a four-country co-production to be shot in Portugal.
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Director
Writer

A Capri
LatinaSummer
Palace

Sean Cisterna
Multi award-winning
director whose most
recent film is From the
Vine (2020), an
international coproduction starring Emmy
winner Joe Pantoliano,
recently picked up by
Samuel Goldwyn Films.
Cisterna directed the
acclaimed cancer drama
Kiss and Cry (2017)
currently streaming on
Netflix worldwide. His
feature Full Out, starring
Jennifer Beals, is based
on the true story of
gymnast Ariana Berlin.
The film was broadcast on
NBC and is now residing
with Netflix Worldwide
and Disney Europe.
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Producer
Script
Writer
A Capri
LatinaSummer
Palace
Jason Noto
Listed as one of the Top
25 Screenwriters to Watch
in 2019 by Moviemaker
Magazine, award-winning
filmmaker Jason Noto is
an alumni of the Berlinale
Talent Campus and works
as a member of the
Writers Guild Association,
East. His projects have
screened internationally at
over 30+ film festivals.
His latest work as
Director/Writer, is Beyond
the Night.
www.btnthefilm.com
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ProducerDirector
Casting
A Capri
LatinaSummer
Palace

Lilia
Hartmann
Trapani
This passion, and the
desire to consolidate the
CD profession, pushed
Lilia Hartman Trapani to
write a book entitled “The
Casting Director’s Craft.”
Over the years she has
had the pleasure of
working with directors
such as Martin Scorsese,
Manuel de Oliveira, Lasse
Hallstrom, Ridley Scott,
Ben Stiller, David Garth
and Ildiko Enyedi.
She is a member of UICD,
CSA and ICDN’s Board of
Directors, as well as the
Italian Film Academy and
the European Film
Academy.
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Producer
A Capri
LatinaSummer
Palace
Michael Sedge
Award-winning American
film/television producer,
author and entrepreneur
Michael Sedge has written
three TV documentaries and
a series, 2 films, 17 books,
over 4,000 published articles
and owns five companies on
four continents.
His lists of clients include
AT&T, Discovery Channel,
McDonald’s, MCI, Mobil Oil,
the U.S. Department of
Defense and Department of
State.

Michael Sedge with Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa, King of Bahrain.

Sedge is a former director-atlarge of the American Society
of Journalists and Authors,
and regional president of the
American Chamber of
Commerce in Italy. His
current titles include founder
and president of The Sedge
Group, LLC as well as CEO
of the Michael-Bruno Group
of Companies (USA, Bahrain,
Djibouti and Italy).
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Producer
Soundtrack
A Capri
LatinaSummer
Palace

Cavendish
Records
Cavendish Records is an
exciting company with a
fast-growing reputation for
creating high quality
recordings featuring some
of the world’s finest
vocalists including
Jonathan Antoine, Natalia
Krishtopets and Lucy
Thomas.
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Film
Film Commission
Commission A Capri
LatinaSummer
Palace
Rino Piccolo
Under the direction of
Rino Piccolo, the Latina
Film Commission was
established in 2006 to
support film makers with
locations, set creation as
well as technical and
talent support in Italy.
The organization,
developed in collaboration
with the City of Latina
which is south of Rome,
has played a role in nearly
100 successful television
and movie productions,
including such themes as
Star Wars, 007, Mission
Impossible, Celebrity
Masterchef and This
Morning with Phillip &
Holly.
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A Capri Summer
Awaits You Latina Palace
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All rights to A Capri Summer, both legal and artistic,
are owned and registered by
The Sedge Group, LLC.
Works including the concept and original art accompanying this
Pitch Deck were created as work-for-hire
with all rights assigned to The Sedge Group, LLC.
Copies of legal documentation are available from
The Sedge Group, LLC.
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